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might reasonably look for trouble. Eager Americans were
quick to add darker explanations, suggesting angrily
that politics had somehow got into banking and that a
borrower who had a " pull" was apt to get loans upon the
slenderest security. (The fierce alacrity with which citizens
denounce their institutions without the slightest effort to
improve them is a perennial surprise,) But you encoun-
tered everywhere a grim determination to render impossible
another banking dibdck.
The next stage came quite suddenly and from a sky that
was, if not exactly clear, no more than usually cloudy.
Depression had become endemic; it replaced Prohibition
as a theme of railroad conversation; and the nation seemed
to have settled down to it with something of the same resent-
ful acquiescence. One heard less about it in the South,
because presumably the South had less to lose. (That is one
advantage of impoverishment; you cannot gamble away
under Hoover what was taken away under Grant.) But the
East and Middle West were sodden with Depression. Social
devices which a few years back were rudely mocked at as
degraded evidences of old-world effeteness were canvassed
eagerly; the crooning songs of radio programmes were punc-
tuated by earnest little talks upon the elements of Unemploy-
ment Insurance; and citizens admitted privately that unless
the community could learn the habit of tax-paying, it might
have to face a transfer of wealth by more uncomfortable
means in the near future. If the crisis gave them time to
hammer out solutions, there was a fair prospect of adjusting
it with good will and the cheerful impetus of a new Adminis-
tration.
But would it ? There was a cloud no larger than a Ford
across the banks in Michigan. Elsewhere excited Governors
began to gratify reporters with midnight conferences of local
bank presidents; and, conscious of their duty, the reporters
passed on the excitement, Scared depositors opened their
newspapers to read that the men who were holding all their
money had been closeted with the authorities. That did not

